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Abstract
Although text recognition has significantly evolved over

the years, state-of the-art (SOTA) models still struggle in the
wild scenarios due to complex backgrounds, varying fonts,
uncontrolled illuminations, distortions and other artifacts.
This is because such models solely depend on visual infor-
mation for text recognition, thus lacking semantic reasoning
capabilities. In this paper, we argue that semantic informa-
tion offers a complimentary role in addition to visual only.
More specifically, we additionally utilize semantic informa-
tion by proposing a multi-stage multi-scale attentional de-
coder that performs joint visual-semantic reasoning. Our
novelty lies in the intuition that for text recognition, predic-
tion should be refined in a stage-wise manner. Therefore
our key contribution is in designing a stage-wise unrolling
attentional decoder where non-differentiability, invoked by
discretely predicted character labels, needs to be bypassed
for end-to-end training. While the first stage predicts using
visual features, subsequent stages refine on-top of it using
joint visual-semantic information. Additionally, we intro-
duce multi-scale 2D attention along with dense and resid-
ual connections between different stages to deal with vary-
ing scales of character sizes, for better performance and
faster convergence during training. Experimental results
show our approach to outperform existing SOTA methods
by a considerable margin.

1. Introduction

Text recognition has been a popular area of research
[1, 33, 53] for decades thanks to its wide range of com-
mercial applications [42], from translation apps in mixed
reality, street signs recognition in autonomous driving to as-
sistive technology for the visually impaired [10], to name
a few. Significant progress in fundamental deep learning
components [25, 2] alongside sequence-to-sequence learn-
ing frameworks [53, 33, 46], have boosted unconstrained
word recognition accuracy (WRA) in recent times. Despite
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Figure 1: Compared to existing attentional decoder archi-
tectures [53, 33], we design a novel multi-scale attention
decoder for text recognition which is unpacked in a stage-
wise manner . The problem of non-differentiability, due
to discrete-character prediction is bypassed via straight-
through Gumbel-Softmax operator [26], such that the later
stages can learn refining strategy over the previous predic-
tion in an end-to-end differentiable way, with joint visual-
semantic information.
such developments, state-of-the-art text recognition frame-
works [3, 14, 37, 55, 8, 7, 9] still struggle in wild scenarios
[1, 42] due to complex backgrounds, varying fonts, uncon-
trolled illuminations, distortions and other artifacts. While
machines struggle with a combination of these challenges,
humans recognise them easily via joint visual-semantic rea-
soning. Therefore, the question in focus is – how to develop
a visual-semantic reasoning skill for text recognition?

State-of-the-art text recognition systems [1] mostly rely
on extracted visual features to recognize a word image
as a machine readable character-sequence. Follow-up ef-
forts have been made towards improving reasoning ability
by increasing the depth of convolutional feature extractor
[14] having larger receptive fields, or introducing pyramidal
pooling [55] and stacking multiple Bi-LSTM layers [37].
Despite all these attempts that merely lead towards a better
context modeling [1], a semantic reasoning potential [13] is
largely missing beyond enriching the visual feature. In wild
scenarios, a word image might be blurred, distorted, partly
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noisy or have artifacts, making recognition extremely diffi-
cult using visual feature alone. In such cases, we humans
first try to interpret the easily recognizable characters using
visual cues alone. A semantic reasoning skill is then applied
to decode the final text by jointly processing the visual and
semantic information from previously recognized character
sequence. Motivated by this intuition, we propose a novel
multi-stage prediction paradigm for text recognition. Here
the first stage predicts using visual cues, while subsequent
stages refine on top of it using joint visual-semantic infor-
mation, by iteratively [13, 12] building up the estimates.

Designing this joint visual-semantic reasoning frame-
work for text recognition is non-trivial. One might ar-
gue that attentional decoder being a sequence-to-sequence
model, encapsulates the character dependency [53, 33, 46]
and caters for semantic reasoning. However, due to its
auto-regressive nature [2], only those characters predicted
previously, could provide semantic context at a given step,
thus making the semantic context flow unidirectional dur-
ing inference. While semantic context becomes negligible
towards the initial steps, one wrong prediction here would
deal a cumulative adverse impact on the later steps (which
stays unrefined due to single stage prediction). Therefore,
this single stage attentional decoder fails to model the global
semantic context, leaving joint visual-semantic reasoning
unaccomplished. To explore the entire global semantic con-
text, we need the completely unrolled prediction from first
stage, upon which we can build up the global semantic in-
formation. Hence as our first contribution we propose a
multi-stage attentional decoder (Figure 1), where we build
up global semantic reasoning on the initial estimate of first
stage, which is further refined by subsequent stages.

Let us consider the word ‘aeroplane’. For a single stage
attentional decoder, if the model predicts ‘n’ instead of ‘r’,
‘aen’ would adversely affect rest of the prediction, without
any chance of refinement (being single stage). Also, it holds
almost negligible semantic context while predicting the first
few characters. Considering we unroll the prediction stage-
wise, if a character is predicted wrongly, like ‘aenoplane’,
rest of the characters provide significant context as semantic
information. This helps in refining ‘n’ to ‘r’ during the later
stages coupled with visual information.

Moreover, obtaining the prediction from earlier stages,
needs a non-differentiable argmax operation [26] as char-
acters are discrete tokens. This leads to an inefficient mod-
elling of influence of a prior stage on the next predictions.
An apparent approach here might be to adapt teacher forc-
ing [31] for the later stages during training. The later stages
intend to learn how to refine the initial (might be incorrect)
hypothesis towards a correct prediction. This motivation
however is defeated on feeding exact ground-truth labels
as teacher forcing for subsequent stages. Consequently,
we make use of Gumbel-Softmax operation [26] bypass-

ing non-differentiability, and making the network end-to-
end trainable even across stages.

In summary our contributions are: First and foremost,
we propose a multi-stage character decoding paradigm with
stage-wise unrolling. While the first stage predicts using vi-
sual features, subsequent stages refine on-the-top of them
using joint visual-semantic information. Secondly, we em-
ploy a Gumbel-softmax layer to make visual-to-semantic
embedding layer differentiable. The model thus learns its
refining strategy from initial to final prediction in an end-to-
end manner. Thirdly, from the architectural design, we in-
troduce multi-scale 2D attention to deal with varying scales
of character size, and empirically found adding dense and
residual connection between different stages stabilize train-
ing for better performance leading to outperforming other
state-of-the-arts significantly on benchmark datasets.

2. Related Works
Text Recognition: While connectionist temporal classifi-
cation (CTC) layer [18] does not model dependency in the
output character space [52], an attention based decoder [53]
encases language modeling, weakly supervised character
detection and character recognition in a single paradigm.
Following some seminal works [53, 32], attention based de-
coder became state-of-the-art pipeline for text recognition
which includes four successive modules: i) a rectification
network [53] to simplify irregular text image, ii) convolu-
tional encoder for feature extraction, iii) Bi-LSTM layer for
context modeling, and iv) an attentional decoder predicting
the characters autoregressively.

Furthermore, the motivation of recent followed-up works
can broadly be classified into following directions: (i)
improve rectification network by introducing iterative [6]
pipeline [63] and modelling geometrical attributes [59] of
text image; (ii) four directional feature encoder [15] for bet-
ter convolutional feature extraction; (iii) improving atten-
tion mechanism by extending to 2-D attention [33] and hard
character localized annotation [14, 35], to better guide the
attention based character alignment process. (iv) Recently,
stacking multiple Bi-LSTM layers [37] and pyramidal pool-
ing [55] on convolutional feature were employed towards
the goal of better context modeling. These approaches how-
ever mainly focus on exploiting visual features, via different
architectural modifications [58, 62] on top of Shi et al. [53],
but mostly lack in any semantic reasoning capabilities.

Although some works claim to model semantic reason-
ing by stacking additional Bi-LSTM layers [37, 55], it only
helps in modelling better contextual information without
having actual reasoning potential. In this context, word-
embeddings [46] from pre-trained language model were
used to initialize the hidden state of attentional decoder,
however we are skeptical towards this. For e.g. two re-
lated words “Chair” and “Table” may lie close in word-



embedding space, but their character combination is way
apart, thus questioning usage of word-embedding for text
recognition. Yu et al.’s [61] architectural design in this di-
rection, gets severely limited on using argmax operation
in visual-to-semantic embedding layer which invokes non-
differentiability, restricting gradient flow from final predic-
tion layer through this block; making learning deficient
(Section 4.1). To our belief, ours is the first work em-
ploying a fully-differentiable semantic reasoning block that
caters multi-stage refining objective for discrete character
sequence prediction task.
Multi-Scale Learning: This learning paradigm is widely
prevalent in object detection [36], recognition [29, 4, 38]
and semantic segmentation [41, 21]. Instead of solely rely-
ing on low resolution, semantically strong features, multi-
scale framework sike MSCNN [11], DAG-CNNs [60], and
FPN [36] combine them with high-resolution, semantically
weak features for object detection across a diverse range of
shape and sizes. We couple multi-scale feature to generate
multi-scale attention vectors for text recognition.
Multi-Stage Frameworks: In spite of computational over-
head, multi-stage framework has gained popularity in com-
puter vision task like pose estimation [48], object detec-
tion [13] and action recognition [17] for significantly im-
proved performance. Specifically, Convolutional Pose Ma-
chine [57] is one of the most successful and widely accepted
multi-stage deep frameworks for pose-estimation.
Joint Visual-Semantic Learning: Recently, Graph Convo-
lution Networks [28] achieved success in object detection
[13], image-text matching [34], image captioning [30] by
generating enhanced visual features with local and global
semantic relationship. In our work, we use transformer net-
work [54] for joint visual semantic reasoning.

3. Methodology
Overview: Given an input word image I , we intend to
predict the character sequence Y = {y1, y2, ..., yT }, where
T denotes the variable length of text. Our framework is
two-fold: (i) a visual feature extractor extracts context-rich
holistic feature and multi-scale feature maps. (ii) Following
that, a multi-stage attentional decoder builds up the charac-
ter sequence estimates, in a stage-wise successive manner.
While dealing with irregular/curved word images [59, 15],
image rectification based approaches [59] often fall short
[15, 35]. To do away with the burden of adding a separate
sophisticated rectification network entirely, we follow a 2D
attention mechanism [33] that helps to localize individual
character in a weakly-supervised manner during decoding.

3.1. Visual Feature Extraction

We adopt ResNet from [53] as a backbone convolutional
network to extract visual features from input image. To
deal with characters of varying scales, we extend to multi-

scale architecture for text recognition, with the help of Fea-
ture Pyramid Networks [36] which makes every resolution
level semantically strong using lateral connections. Let a
feature-map from particular scale be represented as Bl ∈
RHl×Wl×D; where l = L denotes deepest residual block
having lowest resolution but highest level semantics. Hl

and Wl are the height and width of the feature map from re-
spective scales which depend on the accumulated strides of
successive pooling layers, with all scales havingD channels
uniformly [36]. To balance between computational ease
and performance gain, we consider l = {L,L− 1, L− 2}
through empirical validation. Visual features have two com-
ponents, (i) multi-scale feature-maps {BL,BL−1,BL−2}
which acts as context for 2D attention in the later decod-
ing process. (ii) The holistic feature hL, used to initialize
the initial state of first stage decoder. This hL is recognised
as the final hidden state of a 2-layer Bi-LSTM which takes
in a sequential feature (WL × D), obtained from column-
wise max-pooling on feature-mapBL from deepest residual
block (ensuring height stays unity), followed by reshaping.

3.2. Joint Visual-Semantic Reasoning Decoder

Overview: Let the prediction from sth stage decoder be
denoted as Y s = {ys1, ys2, ..., ysT }. Specifically, the first-
stage decoder relies only on the extracted feature. Subse-
quent stages additionally use global semantic information
that is built on top of the initial estimate, in a stage-wise de-
coding paradigm. For completeness, we first describe basic
attentional decoder in a generalized fashion (ignoring stage
notation). Later on we particularly illustrate the design for
first stage (s = 0) vs. later stages (s ≥ 1).

3.2.1 Attentional Decoder Background

Text recognition framework aims to model condi-
tional distribution P(Y|I), which can be factorized as
P(Y|I) =

∏T
t=0 P(yt|V, y<t) where each character output

yt is modelled via conditional distribution over extracted vi-
sual information V , and the history of previously predicted
characters y<t till then. The basic attentional decoder [53]
models this factored conditional distribution using an auto-
regressive Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) as follows:

P (Y |I) =

T∏
t=0

P (yt|gt, Ht−1, yt−1) (1)

Every time-step prediction yt is conditioned on three fac-
tors: (i) Ht−1 ∈ Rdrnn : the previous hidden state of RNN
that captures the history knowledge of previously predicted
characters y<t = {y0, · · · , yt−1}. (ii) The apparent influ-
ence of previously predicted character yt−1 upon predict-
ing yt, following character modelling protocol. (iii) The
glimpse vector gt, that learns to encode the visual infor-
mation by attending a smaller specific part of visual fea-
ture, which is maximally relevant to predict the character yt.
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Figure 2: With the extracted context-rich holistic feature (hL) and multi-scale feature maps (BL, BL−1, BL−2), a multi-stage
attentional decoder predicts the character sequences in consecutive stages. Once the previous stage’s decoder completely
unrolls itself across time, the current one begins prediction using the global-semantic information from previous stage’s
predicted character sequence, coupled with visual features refined via joint visual-semantic reasoning. [⊕ = concatenation ;
⊗ = residual connection with LayerNorm]. Best viewed when zoomed.

Technically, gt = ψ(B,Qt), where B is a spatial feature-
map, encoding visual information from previous convolu-
tional network, andQt acts as a query to locate the attentive
regions for predicting yt. Mathematically put,

J = tanh(WB ~ B +WH ⊗Qt)

αi,j = softmax(Wattn ⊗ Ji,j)
gt =

∑
i,j αi,j · Bi,j i = [1, ..H], j = [1, ..W ]

(2)

Here, “~” and “⊗” denote convolution and matrix mul-
tiplication respectively. WB , WH , Wattn are the learnable
weights. Usually, Qt = Ht−1 containing history of predic-
tion information is used as a query to locate yt. Moreover,
query vector enriched in global semantic information (e.g.
as in s ≥ 1) could also be used instead, for better perfor-
mance. While calculating the attention weight αi,j at every
spatial position (i, j), we employ a convolution operation
with 3 × 3 kernel WB to consider the neighborhood infor-
mation in 2D attention mechanism.

The current hidden state Ht is updated by:
Ht = frnn(Ht−1; [E(yt−1), gt])), where E(.) is charac-
ter embedding layer with embedding dimension R128, and
[.] signifies a concatenation operation. Finally, we apply
a final linear classification layer having learnable weights
(Wc, bc) and giving logits lt = Fcls(Ht); lt ∈ R|V| where
|V | denotes the character vocabulary size. The current step
character is obtained as: P(yt) = softmax(lt).

3.2.2 Decoder Stage s = 0

Henceforth, we affix notation for specific decoder stage
keeping earlier mathematical notation intact. For
the first stage decoder RNN f0rnn, the initial hid-
den state is initialized from holistic visual feature:

H0
0 = tanh(Wv ⊗ hL + bv), with Wv , bv being train-

able parameters. This enriches f0rnn with holistic vi-
sual information, while g0

t = ψ0(BL,H
0
t−1) augments

with localized character specific information. At every
t-th time step, we obtain the distribution over the out-
put character space as P(y0

t ) = softmax(F0
cls(H

0
t )) and

H0
t = f0rnn(H0

t−1; [E(y0
t−1), g0

t ]). The decoding process
stops once the ‘end-token’ is predicted. Sequences having
variable length in batches are handled by zero-padding.

3.2.3 Decoder Stage s ≥ 1

Incorrect instances might exist in the prediction of preced-
ing stage, which is why the later stages should work to-
wards refining erroneous predictions while keeping the cor-
rect ones intact. While this seems similar to Language
Model (LM) based post-processing [50] or Error Correction
Network [50], our proposed stage-wise decoders are all cou-
pled in an end-to-end trainable deep architecture. Here, gra-
dients can backpropagate across stages during training, thus
leading to learning better data driven refining strategy re-
utilising the visual feature. The later stage decoders s ≥ 1
are modelled as follows:

P (Y s|I) =

T∏
t=0

P (yst |gst , Hs
t−1, y

s−1
t , µs

t ) (3)

Fundamentally, there are three differences compared to
basic attentional decoder (Eqn. 1):

(i) yst is conditioned on joint visual-semantic in-
formation µs

t = [ϑst, χ
s
t], where visual-part comes from

ϑst = φt(H
s−1) and global semantic part comes from

χs
t = ωt(E(Ys−1)). Here, φ(·) and ω(·) are reasoning

modules working on previous stage’s character aligned vi-
sual feature Hs−1 ∈ RT×drnn and semantic characters



Y s−1 ∈ RT×|V | feeding through character embedding
layer E(·) respectively. φt(·) and ωt(·) represent t-th
time step output for respective module. Once the previ-
ous stage decoder completely unrolls itself, all characters
from Y s−1 = {ys−11 , ys−12 , · · · , ys−1T } being concurrently
present, augments a global semantic information for reason-
ing. The main motive of later stages is to learn a refinement
strategy. As we already obtain character aligned visual-
semantic feature Hs−1 = {Hs−1

0 , Hs−1
1 , · · · , Hs−1

T } from
the previous stage, we employ a reasoning module to cap-
ture enhanced visual reasoning over all the character aligned
visual-semantic features from the previous stage.

(ii) For gst , we additionally use joint visual seman-
tic information µs

t for query; thus Qs
t = [µs

t,H
s
t−1], and

higher resolution feature-map is used as B = BL−s (e.g.,
BL−1 for s = 1) to couple multi-scale feature learn-
ing in a multi-stage decoder. Thus glimpse vector is
gs
t = ψs(BL−s, [µ

s
t,H

s
t−1]).

(iii) While s = 0 acts following baseline attentional de-
coder (Eqn. 1), the role for s ≥ 1 is to learn refining strategy
over previous predictions. Thus instead of feeding previous
time-step prediction yst−1, we feed prediction from previous
stage corresponding to the same time-step as ys−1t .
Differentiable Semantic Space: Obtaining discrete
character token from distribution over the character vo-
cabulary P (yt) requires non-differentiable argmax op-
eration. As our motivation lies in coupling multi-stage
decoder in a end-to-end trainable framework, we em-
ploy Gumbel-softmax re-parameterisation trick [26] with
Straight-Through (ST) gradient estimator such that gradient
can backpropagate across stages. This empowers the model
to learn reasoning based refining strategy over previous pre-
diction. In Gumbel-softmax, discontinuous argmax opera-
tion is replaced by a differentiable softmax function. Given
the output logits lst = F s

cls(H
s
t ) and lt ∈ R|V|, the output

probabilities of choosing j-th character token are:

pst,j =
exp(lst,j + gst,j)/τ∑j=|V |

j=1 exp(lst,j + gst,j)/τ
(4)

where, gst,j represents Gumbel-noise [26], and τ is a
temperature parameter. During forward pass, it gen-
erates one-hot vector yst = {yst,1, yst,2, · · · , yst,|V |} =

Gumbel-Softmax(lst ) where yst,i = 1[i = argmaxj(p
s
t,j)]

.
During backward pass, it uses the continuous pst,j , allowing
backpropagation. At inference, largest index in lst is chosen.
Visual-Semantic Reasoning: The visual and semantic
reasoning functions φ(·) and ω(·) are employed by Trans-
former module [54] that uses multi-headed self-attention
mechanism to gather global context information. In brief,
given key (K), query (Q) and value (V), attention is cal-
culated as: Attention(K,Q, V ) = softmax( QKᵀ

√
dim

)V . At
each time step output φt(·) and ωt(·), feature representation
is enriched by information from remaining time-steps and

thus long-range dependencies are modelled carefully. Se-
mantic reasoning module ω(·) is pre-trained separately fol-
lowing BERT [16] language model training topology. We
mask out (also purposefully replace by erroneous instances)
certain input time steps and force to predict masked token
by a linear layer. This helps the model to learn better refin-
ing potential using text-only data in advance.
Dense and Residual Design: Glimpse vector gt pro-
vide character localized visual information. For later
stages gst is computed based on joint visual-semantic in-
formation so that more enriched representation can be
extracted. To take advantage from multiple stages, we
add a dense connection [23] between computed cur-
rent gst and preceding g<s

t = {gs−1t , · · · , g0t } as :
gs
t = Ws

g ⊗ [gs
t,g

s−1
t , · · · ,g0

t ], where,W s
g is trainable pa-

rameter and implemented through 1× 1 convolution.
To sum up, we get a differentiable semantic space rep-

resented by one-hot encoding as: Y s−1 = {ys−1t }Tt=1,
where ys−1t = Gumbel-Softmax(ls−1t ). Next, we cal-
culate joint visual-semantic feature µs

t and successively
gst is computed. Glimpse vector gst for s ≥ 1 is
enhanced by dense connection to give gst . Now we
update the hidden state of current stage decoder RNN
by: Hs

t = f srnn(Hs
t−1; [E(ys−1

t ), gs
t, µ

s
t]). Excluding

the final stage, we directly apply linear classifier to get:
P(ys

t) = softmax(Fs
cls(H

s
t)).

For the final stage, s = S, we add a residual connection
[22] between initial H0

t and final HS
t using LayerNorm [54]

as follows: HS
t = LayerNorm(HS

t + H0
t ). The motiva-

tion aligns with original residual convolutional architecture
[22], but here we integrate it to train deeper model with mul-
tiple attention decoder stages for text recognition. The final
prediction is obtained as P(yS

t ) = softmax(FS
cls(H

S
t )).

See Figure 2 for more clarity.

3.3. Learning Objective

We accumulate cross-entropy loss from all stages of at-
tentional decoder to train our text-recognition model.

LC = −
S∑

s=0

T∑
t=1

ŷt · logP (yst |Hs
t ) (5)

where Ŷ = {ŷ1, ŷ2, · · · , ŷT} is the ground-truth label.
Furthermore, we use additional auxiliary linear classi-
fier over character aligned individual visual and seman-
tic features ϑst and χs

t respectively, that are processed
through reasoning modules. The next two losses could
be thought of as an auxiliary loss driving towards better
convergence that enrich individual character aligned fea-
ture with better visual and semantic information. This
is given by: LV = −

∑S
s=1

∑T
t=1 ŷt · logP (yst |ϑst ) and

LS = −
∑S

s=1

∑T
t=1 ŷt · logP (yst |χs

t ). The network is
thus trained using : LTotal = λ1 · LC + λ2 · LV + λ3 · LS,
where λ1, λ2, λ3 are weights decided empirically.



4. Experiments
Datasets: Following the similar approach described in
[63, 59, 1, 15, 53, 43], we train our model on synthetic
datasets (without any further fine-tuning) such as Synth-
Text [20] and Synth90k [24], which holds 6 and 8 million
images respectively. The evaluation is performed without
fine-tuning on datasets containing real images like: Street
View Text (SVT), ICDAR 2013 (IC13), ICDAR 2015
(IC15), CUTE80, SVT-Perspective (SVT-P), IIIT5K-
Words. Street View Text dataset [56] consists of 647 im-
ages, most of which are blurred, noisy or have low reso-
lution. While ICDAR 2013 [27] has 1015 words, ICDAR
2015 contains a total of 2077 images of which 200 images
are irregular. CUTE80 [49] offers 288 cropped high qual-
ity curved text images. SVT-Perspective [47] presents 645
samples from side-view angle snapshots containing per-
spective distortion. IIIT5K-Words [45] distinguishes itself
by presenting randomly picked 3000 cropped word images.

Implementation Details: We use ResNet architecture
from [53] with FPN heads having 256 channels in each
multi-scale feature-maps. The kernel size of intermediate
pooling layers is so adjusted that BL, BL−1, BL−2 have
spatial size of 4 × 25, 8 × 25, and 16 × 50 respectively.
The hidden state size of two-layer encoder BLSTM and
each decoder LSTM is kept at 256. Semantic (ω) and vi-
sual (φ) reasoning blocks consist of 2 stacked transformer
units [54] with 4 heads and hidden state size 256. The hid-
den units in attention block is of size 128. A total of 37
classes are taken including alphatbets, numbers and end-
tokens; with the maximum sequence length (N) set to 25.
We use ADADELTA optimizer [1] with learning rate 1.0
and batch size 32. We resize the image to 32x100 and
train our model in a 11 GB NVIDIA RTX-2080-Ti GPU
using PyTorch. We first warm-up using single stage atten-
tional decoder for 50K iterations, and then train our pro-
posed three-stage (S = {0, 1, 2}) attentional decoder (abla-
tion on optimal stages in Sec. 4.2) framework end-to-end,
for 600K iterations with λ1, λ2, λ3 set to 1, 0.1, 0.1 respec-
tively. Please note that the first stage is fed with one-time
step shifted ground truth label to accommodate teacher forc-
ing in sequence modeling, however, later stages are fed with
model’s prediction from previous stage in order to learn the
data driven refining strategy.

4.1. Result Analysis and Discussion

Table 1 shows our proposed method to surpass SOTA
methods by a reasonable margin. Every method’s salient
contributions are briefly mentioned there as well. In this
section, we first describe the limitations of the existing or
alternative (naive) designs and then illustrate (using IC15)
how and why all our design components/choices contribute
towards superiority over others.

GT: reserved resend resenred reserved

GT: for jor for for

GT: athigh ahigh athigh athigh

GT: pping pring pring pping

GT: mouthwatering acuitwwatering nouthwatering mouthwatering

Figure 3: Examples showing how joint visual-semantic in-
formation could help to recognise through refining over
stages (s = 0→ s = 1→ s = 2), shown left to right.

[i] Limitation of previous attentional decoders: Exist-
ing methods relying on unidirectional auto-regressive at-
tentional decoders exhibit a bottleneck, and its drawback
becomes evident from the following scenario : An easily
recognizable character present towards the end of a word
would fail to provide any contextual semantic information
towards recognizing some noisy character present earlier.
We on the contrary let the first stage completely unroll itself.
Thereafter the prediction of previous stage (even if certain
time-step’s character is incorrect) could be rectified in the
subsequent stages using joint visual-semantic information.
Although SCATTER [37] stacks multiple BLSTM layers on
the top of baseline design from ASTER [53], both methods
lack semantic reasoning as they barely enrich visual fea-
ture encoding. Examples from our stage-wise decoder are
shown in Figure 3.
[ii] Significance of Differentiable Semantic Space: Im-
proving semantic reasoning for better text recognition was
only considered by [61] and [46] among all SOTA meth-
ods. Although Qiao et al. [46] proposed to use word embed-
ding, such technique relies on semantic meaning of a word
instead of the required character sequence. For example,
the word “table” and “chair”, although semantically related
have character combinations that are way-apart. Therefore,
we emphasise on modelling character sequences instead, to
help recognize a noisy character based on two-way infor-
mation passing. Even though Yu et al. [61] took this di-
rection to some extent, their non-differentiable semantic-
reasoning block imposes a significant limitation. We alle-
viate that with the help of gumbel-softmax [26] to develop
a differentiable semantic space and allow learning of multi-
stage semantic reasoning. While the use of teacher forcing
for later stages by feeding ground-truth label for training
multi-stage decoder might seem an alternative, empirical
evidence suggests otherwise. The third stage decoder ob-
tains 74.4% accuracy as compared to 74.5% accuracy (on
IC15) in first stage – no practical gains. Another straight-
forward way is to use straight-through estimator [5], which
simply copies gradients from argmax output to the next in-



Table 1: Comparison of proposed method with different state-of-the-art methods.

Methods Year IIIT-5K SVT IC13 IC15 SVT-P CUTE80 Remarks

Shi et al. [51] 2015 81.2 82.7 89.6 - 66.8 54.9 • End-to-end trainable CNN + RNN + CTC.

Lee et al. [32] 2016 78.4 80.7 - 90.8 - 42.7 • Recursive CNN + RNN + Atten. decoder.
Shi et al. [52] 2016 81.9 81.9 88.6 - - - • Introduce rectification network for irregular images.

Cheng et al. [14] 2017 87.4 85.9 93.3 70.6 71.5 63.9 • Learning to focus on character centre, but needs char. location label.

Liu et al. [39] 2018 83.6 84.4 - 60.0 73.5 - • Rectify the distortion at individual character level.
Bai et al. [3] 2018 88.3 87.5 94.4 73.9 - - • Edit distance based seq. dissimilarity modeled to handle noisy characters.

Liu et al. [40] 2018 89.4 87.1 94.0 - 73.9 62.5 • Leverage rendering parameters of synth. word image generation for training.
Shi et al. [53] 2018 93.4 93.6 91.8 76.1 78.5 79.5 • Improved rectification network by Thin-Plate Spline.

Cheng et al. [15] 2018 87.0 82.8 - 68.2 73.0 76.8 • Four directional convolutional feature extraction for irregular images.

Liao et al. [35] 2019 91.9 86.4 91.5 - - 79.9 • Segment individual character + discrete char. recog. and word formation.
Yang et al. [59] 2019 94.4 88.9 93.9 78.7 80.8 87.5 • Models geometrical attributes of text for better images rectification.

Li et al. [33] 2019 95.0 91.2 94.0 78.8 86.4 89.6 • Introduce 2D-attention to deal with irregular images.
Baek et al. [1] 2019 87.9 87.5 92.3 71.8 79.2 74.0 • Comparative study of different methods and insightful analysis.
Zhan et al. [63] 2019 93.3 90.2 91.3 76.9 79.6 83.3 • Iterative image rectification.

Litman et al. [37] 2020 93.7 92.7 93.9 82.2 86.9 87.5 • Stacking more Bi-LSTM layers + gated fusion of visual-contextual feature.
Qiao et al. [46] 2020 93.8 89.6 92.8 80.0 81.4 83.6 • Tries to predict the word-embedding vector to initialise the state of decoder.
Yu et al. [61] 2020 94.8 91.5 95.5 82.7 85.1 87.8 • Faster parallel decoding + semantic reasoning block (non-differentiable).

Our Baseline (Stage-0) - 88.0 84.9 90.4 74.5 75.3 82.6
• Joint visual-semantic reasoning through multi-stage decoding using
multi-scale feature maps and differential semantic space.

Our Baseline (Stage-1) - 92.6 89.5 93.9 80.3 81.5 87.2
Proposed (Stage-2) - 95.2 92.2 95.5 84.0 85.7 89.7

Our Baseline (Stage-3) - 95.2 92.1 95.5 83.6 85.5 89.6

put. However, this results in significant instability where
later stage performance drops by 3.9% to 80.1% due to dis-
crepancies between forward and backward passes resulting
in much higher variance than gumbel-softmax [26].
[iii] Why not directly use logits instead of gumbel-softmax
for semantic reasoning: Feeding logits (probability distri-
bution over character vocabulary prior to argmax) from a
previous stage to the next, is a reasonable argument that
would make everything differentiable and eliminate the
need for gumbel-softmax. However, it is important to re-
member that characters are discrete tokens [1]. Using logits
requires one to replace character embedding layer E(·) by
a simple FC layer. Unlike E(·) that picks up a particular
row of a trainable matrix based on discrete one-hot vector,
a FC layer will give varying representations for the same
character sequence based on the confidence of predictions.
We confirm this hypothesis of sub-optimality empirically,
as results drop from 84.0% to 82.8%.

[iv] Why use top-down attentional decoder: While low
resolution and semantically strong features are good for
classification, tasks requiring focus in local regions, such
as object detection and semantic segmentation, benefit even
further when combined with high-resolution semantically
weak features found in shallower regions of a feature ex-
tractor [11]. Although our first stage is similar to a ba-
sic attentional decoder focusing on feature map of the last
layer to benefit from rich semantic information, that is more
invariant to distortion, later stages (refining stages) com-
bine higher resolution feature-map from preceding layers.
This not only handles varying character size, but also veri-
fies prior prediction by exploiting joint information between
high resolution feature and previous predictions to guide the
refining process. This hypothesis is verified by contradic-
tion, using high-resolution semantically weak featureBL−2

in s = 0 and lower resolution semantically strong features
in later stages s > 1. We observe performance collapses
to 72.1% in IC15 dataset due to inability of high resolution
semantically weak features to output the initial estimates.
[v] Significance of self-attention based Joint Visual-
Semantic Reasoning: To emulate human-like inference,
self-attention based reasoning functions allow two way in-
formation passing across visual and semantic spaces to ob-
tain a joint visual-semantic context. Its significance could
be empirically understood by removing the visual reasoning
block and modifying the architecture accordingly, which
drops result by 2.9%. A similar drop of 4.8% was observed
when the semantic reasoning block was removed. On
removing both we observe 77.1% accuracy – a significant
drop of 6.9% from our method (Table 2).
[vi] Do multi-scale (resolution) feature maps help? We
empirically validate this by excluding multi-scale feature
maps and use BL, instead of BL−s, to calculate gst at ev-
ery stage s. Such modification drops performance by 2.7%
(against ours), to 81.3%, which highlights the contribution
of multi-scale feature maps in our method.
[vii] Comparison with alternative multi-scale attentional
decoder designs: In text recognition, the only other work
realising importance of multi-scale information is by Wan et
al. [55], where pyramid pooling was used. Here visual fea-
ture maps from different spatial resolutions were concate-
nated, which eventually harmed downstream tasks owing to
the large semantic gaps between such feature maps. Conse-
quently, we introduce lateral connections following Feature
Pyramid Networks [36], semantically strengthening high-
resolution levels for superior performance. Simply employ-
ing pyramid pooling for all stages s = {0, 1, 2} however,
drops performance by 2.1% (against ours) to 81.9% .
[viii] Significance of Dense and Residual Connections:



Table 2: (Left) Effect of multiple constraints on IC15.
(Right) Varying training data size. L′C : Last stage only, LC :
Multi-Stage, GAP: WRA margin against final performance.
L′
C LC LV LS IC15 GAP
X - - - 73.1 10.9
- X - - 77.1 6.9
- X X - 79.2 4.8
- X - X 81.1 2.9

- X X X 84.0 -

Method Syn Syn Syn Syn
10K 50K 100K 1M

Yu et al. [44] 21.7 37.7 51.2 67.4
Luo et al. [61] 13.3 32.1 47.3 63.7
Baseline (s=0) 9.9 27.2 44.9 62.3

Proposed 25.3 41.5 56.4 73.1

Beside improving visual information flow in the forward
pass, the residual connection between initial H0

t and final
HS

t ensures efficient gradient flow in visual feature net-
works, accelerating convergence of the whole network. Fur-
thermore, the dense connection is used to adaptively learn
a more discriminative glimpse vector by combining its fea-
tures from preceding stages with the current one, thus sta-
bilising the training of multi-stage multi-scale attentional
decoder. Removing dense connection (gt calculation) de-
creases the performance by 1.6%, and removing residual
connection decreases it by 1.3%. On removing both we get
an even larger drop of 1.9%. Faster training is observed
while using both dense and residual connections.
[ix] Significance of Multiple Constraints: We design ex-
perimental setups (Table 2) that reveal the following obser-
vations: (a) imposing loss LC only in the last stage harms
the model, resulting in 73.1% accuracy. We attribute this to
the poor gradient flow across stages. (b) Adding multi-stage
LC loss results in 77.1% accuracy, performing closer to the
proposed method. (c) Adding visual-semantic constraints
LV and LS finally gives the best performance of 84.0%.
This shows multi-stage constraint is vital for training and
convergence. The intuition behind multiple constraints
sources from multi-task learning, which ensures better con-
vergence, thus enriching individual character aligned fea-
ture, with better visual-semantic information.
[ix] Varying training data size: Following [44], we also
vary the training size and evaluate our proposed framework
compared to single stage baseline and Yu et al. [61] in Ta-
ble 2. Significant overhead at low data regime brings the
superiority to our proposed method over others.

4.2. Further Analysis and Insights

[i] Design of Visual-Semantic Reasoning Module: One
can capture two-way visual semantic information using
(a) Bi-LSTM (b) Transformer [54] with multi-headed self-
attention mechanism. Table 3 shows Transformer to out-
perform LSTM by 1.3%. Furthermore, pre-training global
semantic reasoning module ω(·) using BERT [16] like train-
ing topology, scores 0.9% higher accuracy than without it.
[ii] Weight sharing across stages: The stage-wise at-
tentional decoder has five trainable modules, Fcls(·), E(·),
Φ(·), ω(·) and ψ(·), whose weights can either be shared
across stages or have a separate model for each stage. Us-

Table 3: Significance of joint visual-semantic reasoning
module and comparison with Language Models (LM).

Methods IC15 GAP
Our Baseline (Stage-0) + LM-shallow 74.3 9.7

Our Baseline (Stage-0) + LM-deep 75.9 8.1
Joint Visual-Semantic using LSTM 81.8 2.2

Joint Visual-Semantic using Transformer 83.1 0.9
Transformer with Pre-Training Semantic reasoning 84.0 -

Table 4: Computational analysis of the proposed method.
Method GFlops Params CPU IC15

Our Baseline (Stage-0) 15.3 38M 16.38ms 74.5
Proposed Method 22.5 44M 26.31ms 84.0

ing separate weights achieves 82.5% accuracy on IC15,
whereas sharing across stages results in 82.3%. Interest-
ingly using a separate Fcls, ψ, and shared E(·), Φ, ω gives
84.0%, a 1.7% rise, in contrast to sharing all weights – prob-
ably because sharing parameters which are not stage depen-
dent reduce model complexity and has better optimization.
[iii] Computational Analysis: Each stage needs to unroll
itself completely, before the next starts processing. Hence,
the performance gain comes at a cost of extra computational
expenses (analysis in Table 4), which is reasonable given
the superior performance over strong baselines. Even so,
we experimented with ResNet-101 as a backbone feature
extractor, having similar number of parameters and flops to
ours. This naive stacking of multiple-layers lags by 8.9%,
which accredits our gain to our novel design choice.
[iv] Comparison with SOTA Language Model: We com-
pare our framework with state-of-the-art Language Model-
ing (LM) based post-processing techniques based on lib-
rispeech text-corpus. Based on [19] we adopt two tech-
niques: (a) Shallow Fusion that results in 74.3% and (b)
Deep Fusion giving 75.9% accuracy on IC15 (Table 3).
[v] Optimum Stages: The optimal value for the number of
stages s is found empirically on IC15. For s = 1 we have
80.3% accuracy that improves at s = 2 to give 84.0%, but
saturates at s = 3 giving 83.6%. Hence we consider s = 2
to be optimal. This performance saturation could be at-
tributed to vanishing gradient problem which is addressed
via residual/dense connection, but still persists to some ex-
tent. Also, for s > 2, the joint visual-semantic information
might reach its optimum, where the result saturates. Please
refer to supplementary material as well.

5. Conclusion
We propose a novel joint visual-semantic reason-

ing based multi-stage multi-scale attentional decoding
paradigm. The first stage predicts from visual features, fol-
lowed by refinement using joint visual-semantic informa-
tion. We further exploit Gumbel-softmax operation to make
visual-to-semantic embedding layer differentiable. This en-
ables backpropagation across stages to learn the refining
strategy using joint visual-semantic information. Experi-
mental results indicate the superior efficiency of our model.
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